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Molecular medication endeavours to encourage the understanding of traditional body operating and illness pathologic process at the molecular level, and to allow investigators and physician-scientists to use that acquaintance within the style of precise tools for illness diagnosing, treatment, prognosis, and bar. The molecular medication viewpoint highlights cellular & molecular singularities, and interventions instead of the previous theoretical & empiric effort on patients and their organs. Molecular Pathology delivers the information of the molecular pathologic process of diseases with a consequent theatrical request to diagnosing. a various vary of strategies area unit employed in molecular pathology together with genetics, Proteomics, organic chemistry and several other Analytical techniques. Scientists have already been able to study the character and mechanism of mutation or amendment within the genotype. Molecular Pathology helps to get comprehensive awareness, if the consequences of mutation on the perform of the factor product.

It is a great delight and prestige to extend to you a warm invitation to attend the International Conferences on Medical & Molecular Pathology. 2nd International Conference on Medical and Molecular Pathology will be held during February 12-13, 2020 Paris | France

Molecular Pathology 2020 analysis can exhibit the product and services from industrial and non-commercial organizations like Pathology science laboratory instrumentation makers, Cell medicine laboratories, clinical test Sites, business delegates and instrumentation makers.

Organizing Committee Molecular Pathology 2020:
- Dr. Krishna Sumanth Nallagangula PhD
- D S Chauhan Scientist E (Deputy Director) Head Deptt of Microbiology
- Prof.Manal Mohamed Kamala Endemic medicine Department, Cairo University.

Awards Announcement:
The meeting offers developing research worker grants to outstanding specialists, uncommon alumni or early academicians World Health Organization have explicit captivation towards the gathering topics. The Award endeavours in giving a solid skilled improvement open door for early vocation academicians—meeting specialists within the field, connecting with partners from completely different items of the globe, and creating systems and long-standing time relations.

1. Expert Level:
The eligibility criteria for achieving this award is that one have to be compelled to have minimum of 20+ years of experience among the clinical practices and research ideas in the field of Pathology.

2. Professional Level
The eligibility criteria for achieving this award is that one have to be compelled to have minimum of 10+ years of experience among the clinical practices and research ideas in the field of Pathology.

3. Scholar Level
Award for the future researchers, scientists and specialists.

4. Women Scientist
Award to energise our ladies analysis members through analysis grants.

4. Outstanding speaker
This respect sees for individual who will show their endeavours, techniques, and plans that have been completed to improve long stretch clinical practices and research ideas in the field of Pathology.

5. Best Keynote Speaker :
This respect sees for best Keynote speaker who can show their activities, techniques, and plans that are dead to boost long-standing time greatness in clinical practices and research ideas in the field of Pathology.

6. Best Poster Presentation :
Best Poster Competition is organized at Conference, to encourage students and up to date graduates to Award their original analysis.
7. Outstanding Masters/Ph.D./Post Doctorate thesis work:

This honour is perceiving for Masters/Ph.D./Post scholastic degree proposal work Presentation Who will show their undertakings and postulation that square measure upheld to upgrade since an extended time past run greatness within the sphere of clinical practices and research ideas in the field of Pathology.

Best Regards

Kevin Peterson | Program Manager
Molecular Pathology 2020
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